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SARDARA TRANSPORT INC., 2780785 ONTARIO INC.  

and PAYLESS TYRES CENTRE INC. 
 

Respondents 
 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHAMSHER BHULLAR 

(Affirmed February 29, 2024) 

I, Shamsher Bhullar, also known as Sam Bhullar, of the City of Mississauga, 

Ontario, AFFIRM:  

1. I am a licensed realtor with Royal Lepage Ignite Realty in Mississauga, Ontario, 

and act as a manager, agent, and realtor for Ms. Baljit Sandhu (“Sandhu” or the “Buyer”), 

including with respect to the purchase of lands held by the Respondent, 2780785 Ontario 

Inc. (“278”), located at 13760 Trafalgar Road, Halton Hills, Ontario (the “Real Property”). 

As such, I have personal knowledge of the matters to which I hereinafter depose. Where 

I do not have such personal knowledge, I have stated the source of my information or 

belief, and believe it to be true.  

2. The ultimate buyer of the Real Property is Sandhu. Sandhu is a high net worth 

individual. I act as a manager, agent, and realtor for her. Sandhu is also a family friend. 
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Further, I am the “Sam Bhullar, In Trust” indicated as the buyer in Agreement of Purchase 

and Sale for the Real Property dated January 15, 2024 (the “APS”), and was involved in 

negotiating and coordinating its terms. A copy of the APS purchasing the Real Property 

from 278 is attached hereto as Exhibit “A”. 

3. For the reasons described below, an Amendment to the APS was signed on 

February 28, 2024 providing for a closing date in April 10, 2024 (the “Amended APS”), a 

copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit “B”.  

4. I am swearing this affidavit at the request of the Buyer, Sandhu, as well as the 

director of the Respondents, Jagteshwar Singh Brar (“Brar”), in support of allowing the 

Real Property transaction to close. I am advised by Sandhu and the Respondents that 

this is necessary because RBC is making a receivership application to be heard on March 

26, 2024, which would disrupt the sale of the Real Property.  

MY INVOLVEMENT 

5. I am swearing this affidavit both because I am directly involved, but also because 

Sandhu is staying at a hospital in India at the current time. More fully, Sandhu has had to 

deal with some health complications. From February 12 to 16, 2024, Sandhu had planned 

surgery at a hospital in Ontario. Sandhu then travelled to India to complete her recovery 

at a hospital in India. Sandhu informs me that she intends to fly back to Canada, arriving 

on March 8, 2024. A copy of Sandhu’s ticket reservation for a flight from Delhi to Toronto 

on March 8, 2024 is attached hereto as Exhibit “C”.  

6. In my capacity as Sandhu’s manager and agent, I am also a main point of contact 

with the Respondent seller, 278, through its director, Brar. I have also been a point of 
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contact giving instructions to or negotiating with the real estate lawyers who have been 

involved since January 2024. These include: 

a. Rajan Sharma of Rajan Law Professional Corporation, acting for Sandhu as 

buyer in the 278 Real Property transaction;  

b. Vijay Khaneja (“Khaneja”) of Khaneja Law, acting for 278 as the seller in the 

278 Real Property transaction; and 

c. Although I am not involved with this directly, I understand that Amandeep Kapila 

(“Kapila”) of Aasara Lawyers Professional Corporation acts for several private 

lenders who hold mortgage interests in the Real Property.  

7. Brar has advised me that the Respondents are only opposing the receivership 

relief sought by the Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”) on the basis that RBC, and other third-

party lenders, will receive a full payout once the sale of the Real Property closes. Brar 

has advised me that during a scheduling hearing that occurred on February 7, 2024, the 

Respondents had, through legal counsel, sought to consent to a receivership order circa 

April 10, 2024, on the expectation that RBC and other third-party lenders would be 

receiving a full payout at about this time. A receivership order prior to the April 10, 2024 

would disrupt the closing of the Real Property transaction.  

THE THIRD-PARTY LENDERS 

8. As described below, the expectation is that Sandhu will gain control of the Sandhu 

Funds that will be used to close the purchase of the Real Property on or about Monday 

April 8, 2024. As normal, some additional time is required to complete the transaction 
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once the Seller receives funds. In addition to RBC, the following lenders also have an 

interest in the Real Property, and are relying on the closing for a payout: 

a. Jitendra Patel (“Patel”); 

b. 2794395 Ontario Corp. (“395”); and 

c. Kamaljit Kaur Grewal and 2794963 Ontario Inc. (collectively, “Grewal”), 

(the “Third-Party Lenders”). Kapila is the solicitor acting for Grewal and 395.  

9. I am advised that in January and early February of 2024, Kapila (as the solicitor 

for Grewal and 395) informed Brar (as the director of 278) that if his Third-Party Lender 

clients did not obtain the promised payout through the sale of the Real Property in April 

2024, Grewal and 395 will be forced to resort to the power and sale provisions of their 

respective mortgage interests to compel the sale of the property. However, Grewal and 

395 have confirmed that they are willing to pause on enforcement until April 10, 2024. A 

letter from Kapila to Khaneja dated February 28, 2024 formally stating that his clients will 

cooperate with an April 10, 2024 closing date is attached hereto as Exhibit “D”.  

10. I am informed by the lawyers involved that Kapila has confirmed that, apart from 

RBC’s interest, the total payout amount of all the Third-Party Lenders, including Patel, is 

approximately $1,700,000.00, plus legal fees, expenses, and accruing interest.  

11. I am informed by the lawyers involved that Kapila has discussed precise payout 

amounts with legal counsel for RBC. Further, I have attached discharge statements as at 

April 10, 2024 received from Kapila, as follows: 
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a. Grewal in the amount of $817,141.22 hereto; and  

b. 395 in the amount of $613,733.11, 

attached hereto as Exhibit “E”.  

12. In my opinion as a realtor, the sale proceeds of the Real Property marketed and 

sold through a receiver or through a power of sale will get a lower sale price than 

$7,200,000.00. Further, additional expenses are involved, including professional fees and 

other expenses. Kapila informs me that his Third-Party Lender clients are cooperating 

with a closing date of April 10, 2024, because of a specific concern that they will not 

receive a full payout if the purchase with Sandhu does not close.  

THE FUNDS FOR CLOSING 

13. Through my ongoing discussions with my client, Sandhu, I can confirm that in early 

to mid-January 2024, she had been informed that a legal settlement (the “CRA 

Settlement”) with the Canada Revenue Agency (the "CRA") would remove the hold on 

an account holding approximately $33,000,000.00 (the “Sandhu Funds”). In turn, a 

portion of the Sandhu Funds is to be used to purchase the Real Property from 278 for a 

purchase price of $7,200,000.00 (as further described below).  

14. Sandhu initially advised me, as well as the director of the Respondents, Brar, that 

the Sandhu Funds would be available to close the purchase the Real Property by late 

January 2024. On this basis, the APS signed on January 15, 2024 provided for a 

completion date of January 31, 2024. 
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15. Sandhu, Brar and I were later informed through Sandhu’s legal counsel in the CRA 

matter, Jason Rosen (“Rosen”) of Rosen and Associates, that certain steps relating to a 

CRA Settlement had been temporarily delayed. To be clear, Sandhu informs me that a 

binding settlement between her and the CRA had been reached by January 2024. 

However, Sandhu informs me that the CRA had unexpectedly delayed taking certain 

steps that would release a hold that had been placed on the Sandhu Funds.  

16. In early January 2024, Sandhu informs me that she had understood that a hold 

would be released on her account and the funds would be available by on or about 

January 26, 2024. Sandhu informed Brar of this, and Brar and I had prepared the APS 

signed on January 15, 2024 with a short closing window of January 31, 2024. Brar informs 

me that he had in turn provided the APS to RBC.  

17. In late January 2024, Sandhu had understood and informed us that the Sandhu 

Funds would be available on March 22, 2024. On January 30, 2024, Baljit had discussed 

this date with a Scotiabank representative named Anshul Arora in connection with moving 

the released Sandhu Funds to Scotiabank. A copy of this email chain is in Exhibit “S” to 

the Affidavit of Evgeniya Jens sworn February 1, 2024.  

18. Unfortunately, a few days later Sandhu was informed that the CRA file closing for 

her CRA Settlement would actually occur on March 5, 2024. Further, Sandhu was 

informed, and advised Brar and I, that the hold on the account that the Sandhu Funds are 

in will become available 30 days after this CRA file closing step. This falls on a Friday, 

and so, in practice, the Sandhu Funds will become available to use on or about Monday 

April 8, 2024, with the closing on the Real Property to follow.  
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19. Sandhu’s tax lawyer, Rosen, has informed Sandhu (who informed Brar and I) that 

he will be providing a letter on Sandhu’s behalf on or about Thursday March 8, 2024. This 

letter will provide particulars to 278 as Seller and other interested parties, including RBC 

and the Third-Party Lenders, respecting the release of the Sandhu Funds. Sandhu 

advises that Rosen is not able to provide this letter until after a CRA file closing step that 

is scheduled to occur on Monday March 5, 2024.  

20. As a realtor, in my experience a closing period of three months or so for 

transactions in this amount and for development lands like the Real Property in question 

is normal and reasonable. Sandhu would have been well within her rights as the buyer to 

have set a closing date of April 15, 2024 – i.e., three months after the APS was signed. 

THE PLAN TO DEVELOP THE 278 PROPERTY 

21. I also wanted to briefly discuss why Sandhu is interested in purchasing the Real 

Property held by 278.  

22. The Real Property site consists of 53 acres, approximately 47 acres of which are 

suitable for development as “estate” type lots. The investment plan is to begin the 

development, permitting and re-zoning process to subdivide the Real Property into lots. 

This would likely take the form of approximately 20 lots of about 2 acres apiece. The 

specifics are often subject to amendment during the development process.  

23. Sandhu and I are specifically interested in the Real Property because several 

neighbouring properties have been developed. Specifically, 2 acre lot homes at 16 

Alliston Court, Halton Hills and 18 Alliston Court, Halton Hills were sold in the spring and 





EXHIBIT A 



This is Exhibit “A” referred to in the Affidavit of Shamsher 
Bhullar affirmed February 29, 2024. 

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits (or as may be) 

CRAIG AITKEN















EXHIBIT B 



This is Exhibit “B” referred to in the Affidavit of Shamsher 
Bhullar affirmed February 29, 2024. 

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits (or as may be) 

CRAIG AITKEN







EXHIBIT C 



This is Exhibit “C” referred to in the Affidavit of Shamsher 
Bhullar affirmed February 29, 2024. 

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits (or as may be) 

CRAIG AITKEN





EXHIBIT D 



This is Exhibit “D” referred to in the Affidavit of Shamsher 
Bhullar affirmed February 29, 2024. 

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits (or as may be) 

CRAIG AITKEN





EXHIBIT E 



This is Exhibit “E” referred to in the Affidavit of Shamsher 
Bhullar affirmed February 29, 2024. 

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits (or as may be) 

CRAIG AITKEN
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